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KEDARKANTHA WINTER TREK –2021-2022
COURSES
DURATION
VENUE
CAMP DURATION
ACCOMMODATION
CAPACITY
REPORTING
06: 00 Am Closing 10:00Am
FEES
ROUTE
AGE
Apply Date
KIT

COMPULSORY
REQUIREMENT

MOBILE
PROVIDED

NATIONAL LEVEL TREKKING CAMP (KEDARKANTHA WINTER TREK)
Batch :(01) 30th DEC 2021 to 04th Jan . 2022
Batch :(02) 05th Jan 2022 To 10th Jan 2022
SANKRI
06 Days
Tent Only
30 Only Participants
Batch :(01) 30th DEC 2021 to 04th Jan . 2022
Batch :(02) 05th Jan 2022 To 10th Jan 2022
Fee 7560 Rs Per Leader
DEHRADUN RAILWAY STATION
AGE 14 YEAR TO 50 YEAR
Last Date 01-12-2021
T-Shirt, Bag , Participation certificate
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cloth According To Weather.
Track Suit
Ruck Sack.
Comfortable Trekking Shoes
Plate, Spoon.
Writing Material.
Note Book.
P-Cap, Warm cap( monkey cap), Thermal Clothing's.
Toilet Requisites.
Hot Water-Bottle.
Torch, headlight.
P-Cap.
Sun Glass.
Gloves
Personnel Kit First-Aid Kit And Other Necessary Material.

1: BSNL 2: Jio 3: Airtel 4: VI
•

•

HOW TO APPLY
•

The Institute provides food, accommodation, equipment, and first aid during the course
/event in the above mentioned fee structure. No escort is permitted with individual
trainees, but escort is only permitted to an India.
The Institute will provide mountaineering equipment and all specialized equipment required
during the course.
•Application Form Is Available On Our Website www.iafindia.org For Admission In Training Programme In
The Institute Download It, Fill It And Send Us Along With Online Slip. Registration will be done online and
offline.
Offline forms compulsory reporting time. http://iafindia.org/allpdf.aspx

Reporting Day / Closing : Pick- UP Dehradun Railway Station And Drop-Off Dehradun Railway Station

Kedarkantha trek short itinerary
Day 1 Dehradun to sankari kotagaon stay in homestay.
Day 2 Kotgoun to juda ka talab / jainola camp stay in tent.
Day 3 Juda ka talab to kedarkantha base camp stay in tent.
Day 4 kedarkantha base camp to kedarkantha summit and back to juda ka talab stay in tent.
Day 5 juda ka talab/ jainola camp to sankari and same day going to Dehradun evening 8 pm.

Day 1 Dehradun to sankari kotagaon stay in homestay.

The exotic and fascinating Kedarkantha Trek commences from Dehradun city. The trekkers for
the trip should reach Dehradun on the day before the trip commences or before 6am of the
commencing date. The trekkers will be received warmly by the authorized personal from
Dehradun at 6:30am for a onward journey to Sankri. Sankri is located at a distance of 220kms on
the National Highway 123. It’s a long scenic drive on a Tata Sumo or a similar vehicle providing
absolute comfort to the trekkers so that they can enjoy the beauty of the location. It is the
scenic surroundings which increases the pleasure of reaching the destination and exhilarates the
joy of the thrilling tour that remains yet to be experienced. The journey is a long one and takes
about evening to reach the destination. In the midst one can enjoy the lunch break at the
popular eateries having some local food and homemade spices. The last 22 kms to Sankri is all
the more exciting since it travels through Govind National Park which is famous for its avid
collection of flora typical of this region and not found in any other location of the country.

Day 2: Kotgoun to juda ka talab / jainola camp stay in tent.
Though the tour starts from Dehradun but the trekking trip commences from Sankri only. Having
an early start after a healthy breakfast at the camp site it’s a journey straight towards Juda Ka
Talab which is based at an altitude of 9100 feet. It’s a 4km trekking journey and the approximate

time for reaching the same is around 5 hours. The journey begins by moving out of Sankri village
through an extension called Sor. Once the village is crossed the road takes a wide curve and
climbs sharply. Moving along the stream this is the road that moves towards the Kedarkantha.
The initial climb would be climbing several bridges through dense forest trees and thick carpet of
maple and pine leaves all brown in colour. It’s an exquisite vision and a pictorial view that leaves
all mesmerized. The trail is wide and one can hear the sounds of running streams all through but
may not be in view till much further. On the way one can view remote villages where women
and kids are found carrying bundles of wooden logs, wooden sticks and dry leaves to utilize
them for household cooking and setting up night fire. While crunching the dried maple and oak
leaves on the way up one can also view Himalayan Languars swinging from one branch of trees
to another. Though they are somewhat a shy animal it’s difficult to have a gallant view of them
as they move quickly from the vision’s range. Apart from this, boars, martens and hares can also
be spotted in this region. The scenario however changes a lot in the summer months when the
luscious meadows remain verdant green with hilly flowers of unique kind. Crossing few streams
and continuing through the trail and rising sharp through dense oaks one can reach the beautiful
pictorial spot of Jadu Ka Talab which can never be missed by any trekker due to its sharp
contrasting and unique beauty.
Jadu Ka talab is a too perfect a destination. The sharp contrast of a giant lake on the left and
thick pine and oak forest on the right is a fascinating setting the lap of Mother Nature and an
ideal campsite to spend a perfect evening. One can engage in activities like photography or
nature walk to explore the area at the best. At the night time campfire can also be a good idea
to share the light supper some warm drinks underneath the clear sky. The night sky however is a
treat to the eyes with bright and shining stars creating a magnificent aura which is enjoyable for
all trekkers. Overnight sleep is arranged in tents.
Day 3: Juda ka talab to kedarkantha base camp stay in tent.
The intoxicating journey continues day where the trekkers are destined to trek towards
Kedarkantha base which lies at an altitude of 11, 250 feet. The distance from Jadu Ka Talab to
this destination is about 4kms and in a moderate speed it takes about 2.5 hours to reach the
place. After having the morning breakfast set out for the next journey where the trail is
somewhat straight forward and quite visible. The track again begins through dense forests of
pine and oak trees only and through steep ridge and much more dense areas. In this trail one
will come across many shepherd huts in open meadows which are equally delightful to see. At
an altitude of about 10,400 feet one can visualize traces of snow in and around the track only if
it is the winter months trekking. With winding roads meandering through dry oak forests,
stretched meadows and through lanes around shepherd huts the trail continues to Kedarkantha
Base. In the midst one can take a long break to reenergize the body and get the enthralling view
of natural extravaganza in the area. Just before reaching the Kedarkantha Base one can enjoy
the fascinating views of arc shaped range of snow clapped mountains comprising of
Bandarpoonch, Swargarohini, Kala Nag and Ranglana standing out proudly showcasing their

beauty. After reaching the base, set up the tent in a preferred selected place which is open and
one can enjoy a clear view of the night sky. However it is advisable to be based in close group
rather than in much scattered way in the dark. The evening sky is equally beautiful with glowing
stars and shining planets ornamenting the sun. As the night grows the sight becomes more
charming with the Milky way stretching from one end to the other, the dense network of stars
and glistening peak of the mountain all come together to provide an awe striking view that
remains imprinted in mind. However in such a height it is possible to cold waves so proper
woolens should be carried for protection. Overnight sleep at the tent.

Day 4: kedarkantha base camp to kedarkantha summit and back to juda ka talab stay in tent.
The fourth day of the trek is destined to conquer the Kedarnath Peak. Today the trekkers need
to hike an elevation from 11,250 feet to 12,500 feet. The schedule of the day includes hiking to
Kedarkantha peak and then again descending back till juda ka talab camp which is based at 8900
feet. The total journey comprises of 6kms altogether and takes about 7 hours of time in a
moderate speed. Ideally it is a long day but the excitement of the journey and conquering the
peak would be far greater and much more worthy in compared to the challenges that lay ahead
for the visitors. The day begins early with a filling breakfast and enjoying the sunrise from the
Kedarkantha meadows which is a simply amazing, pure and divine. One can bask in the first rays
of the morning sun and gain as much energize possible for the day ahead. One can even visualize

the beautiful peak from these meadows which elevates the excitement. The way to the top can
be made through several trails but it is better to take the main trail as its keep rising at an even
level. On this route, the trekkers need to again cover a few portions of oak forest but the journey
through this trail is much easier and faster. Climbing through the forest till its end , one can find
the Kedarkantha peak much closer. Towards the end of the trail and close to the top the trek
becomes a little difficult and can be a little strenuous especially for the first time trekkers.
However the view from the top and the amazing location is worth the effort. At the top of the
peak there is a beautiful yet small temple dedicated to Lord Shiva and goddess Parvati. There is a
small shrine of Lord Ganesh too. The arresting 360 view of the snow clad peaks of Uttarakhand is
intoxicating and beyond words to be penned down. One can relax at the top for some time and
enjoy the magical beauty of nature and then descend towards base camp by noon time. After
reaching the camp take a break for lunch and refreshments. Once relaxed, set out for
descending furthermore to juda ka talab camp. This time again, it’s a journey back through
dense oak forests, pine and maple trees, shepherd huts and frozen streams. Savoring the beauty
of the location and enjoying the regular clearings, which is unique of Kedarkantha trip descend
further to juda ka talab campsite. On reaching the campsites set the tent and mark the end of
another delightful day with dinner and overnight sleep at the tent. However for the enthusiasts
travelers there’s option of setting up a campfire here and enjoying the night time ambience
chatting
and
having
good
time
with
the
journey
friends
together.

Day 5: juda ka talab camp to Sankri
Today the schedule is marked for descending further to Sankri which descending from 8900 feet
to 6400 feet. The time for descending this approximately 6 kms long trail takes about 4 hours or
more at a moderate speed. The first morning sun from kuda ka talab campsite is the nexus of
thick wood pine forest is equally beautiful. After having the breakfast, pack the backpack to
descend furthermore through a more clearly marked well paved pathway, laden with small
stones. Meandering through rich dense pine forests one can view the sight of streams flowing by
in a slow and steady way. One can fill in water here for the rest of the track. A little further down

the trail comes to a ridge from where it gives a splendid view of Har ki Dun valley or the Valley of
Gods in its blissful and harmonious view. One can explore the place more and enjoy
photographing the lovely valley from the distance. One can also enjoy the sights of the lovely
flora and fauna and take quick snaps of the same to retain the memories of the beautiful placed
captured for future. Descending a furthermore through the dense forests one can see the first
signs of habitation and by evening one can reach Sankri. The last 2500 feet is filled with dense
pine forests. On reaching the base, get back to the hotel and freshen up and get settled for the
day. If the enthusiasm stays, one can again get out exploring the village to collect some local
items to keep as a souvenir of the location. Though not many products are available here but
one can always have small hand made goods, wooden toys and wooden home décor items for
friends and families. Get to know the locals and know more about their lifestyle here. Life moves
at a slow pace in Sankri which is home for about 120 families. Potatoes, rice and apples are the
main ingredients here and people leave in wooden houses to protect from colder weather.
Day 6: Juda ka talab/ jainola camp to sankari and same day going to Dehradun evening 8 pm at
The last day of the trip is the departure day where the trekkers need to travel back to Dehradun.
Tata Sumo or a similar make car will be provided for a travel back of 220 kms to the city. Start
the day early by enjoying the morning sun once again from Sankri and then enjoy a healthy and
relishing breakfast at the hotel. Pack the bags and take all the belongings and check out of the
hotel by 8 am approximately so that the journey to Dehradun can be started early. The distance
takes about 10 hours to reach excluding the break times so the earlier one starts its always the
better. The return will again be through NH123, though there are other routes available too
through Mori Sankari Road or through NH72. However it’s better to take the initial NH123 route
only as it is the shortest and have much less traffic. Scenic ambience and lovely surroundings
mark the roads back to Dehradun city. Cherish the picturesque beauty of the location, the avid
beauty of nature, the stretched landscapes, the verdant meadows and splendid ambience that
pleases the heart in every way.
The best part of the trip, is that the trip is well balanced and smartly packaged so that travellers
get ample rest and relaxation and enjoy the beauty at every stop without hurrying at any place.
It is a trip well designed to take care of the comfort and facilities of the travellers.
The trip back to Dehradun reaches around 7 o clock evening time. From here they can plan the
next journey by booking a travel well after 8 pm. For all those who wish to stay in Dehradun and
enjoy the place for a day or more can book a hotel in the city and spend some more lovely days
in midst the beautiful Himalayas.

Breakfast - Aloo Paratha , Plain Paratha , Poori , Poha, Suji , Bread & Butter, Muesli , Omlette
Cornflakes, Upma , Tea & Hot Chocolate, Fruits.
▪ Lunch - Dal, Sabji, Roti, Rice, Salad, Chicken ,chocolate
▪ Dinner - Dal , Roti, Sabji, Salad, Rice , hot water , Sweet ( egg curry)
▪ Snacks - Maggi, Pasta , Noodles , Chips, Popcorn, Tea & Soup

How Administrative Detail
The administrative details are given in succeeding paragraphs:a.
Fee is payable in advance, along with duly filled application form. Adventure sports activities are
prone to physical injuries. Students participating in these activities should be aware of the risks
involved and accept the same. Participation is on voluntary basis.
b.
Students would be relieved on last day of the course after breakfast. In order to make return
journey comfortable, students are advised to have the reservation done in advance.
c.
participant are advised not to carry jeweller and valuables during course
d.
Medium of instructions for training would be Hindi and English

e.

Full fee is to be remitted through bank account .
Account Holder Name : Indian adventure foundation
Account Number : 40820200000217
Bank Name : Bank of Baroda Branch
Bank add : kanth Road Moradabad
IFSC Code : BARB0KANTHR ( fifth character is zero)

f.

CANCELLATION / TRANSFER
Following charges would be levied for cancellation / transfer to another course:Leader course / Adventure camp/ Trek /Expedition.
More than 20 days
75%
11 days to 12 days
50%
10 days or less
25%
or No refund
Can be adjusted in other programmes within six month (financial years)
NOTE :- LAST DATE –01Dec - 2021
Thanking you

IFRAEEM AHMAD
COPY:President(IAF)
1 :- All the Officer of Indian Adventure Foundation.
Indian Adventure Foundation
2 :- All the Dy .Director state Office of Indian Adventure Foundation .
HQ (IAI OF YPAHS)
3 :- All ZAC Office of Indian Adventure Foundation
4 :- All DAC / D.A.D.C Office of Indian Adventure Foundation

